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Hello and welcome to the YouTube Cashola Method training ebook.  

In this ebook you are going to learn how to make money with Youtube and multiple accounts, 

driving traffic to your main offering, and making Adsense cash along the way. 

This plan was developed by a music producer in order to drive more traffic to their online 

music offerings. Accordingly, music videos are used in this plan to attract the traffic.  

The plan may or may not be ethical and “White-hat”. It may be considered to be “Black hat” so 

use it at your own risk. I neither recommend for or against using this plan. I do know that it 

works. Just be careful – using any tool indiscriminately can be dangerous and have 

unpredictable results. So when doing this kind of campaign, act with caution and take it one 

step at a time until you see the kind of results you are getting. If something goes wrong, 

review the plan and try to figure out what you did wrong then try again. 



 
 

What You’ll Need 

You will need the following: 

1. A main money-making website. I’m talking about an offering or service website which is 

your main money maker. In my case I might consider it to be my Music Mastering 

website or perhaps a website where I sell Hip Hop beats for money. So I would be 

making some very simple music videos on which I’m displaying the URL of this money 

website in order to drive traffic to it. 

 

2. A YouTube account centered around your main offering. This is the Youtube site where 

you are marketing for your main money site – not just some Adsense site or amazon 

offering (unless that is your main money site). In my case, I have a user named 

“MrGroovePhonic” under which I have all my videos to drive traffic to my Music 

Mastering website. These videos consist of some music from my clients and my website 

address prominently displayed. No Cecil B. Demille productions, these! I have some 

likes, comments and views, some subscribers, and I’m subscribed to some users. The 

more connections you have to your account, the better. 

 

3. Some so-called “Dummy” accounts on YouTube. These accounts will be used to get 

rankings on Youtube and they will contain pointers to your main Youtube channel from 

step #2. These pointers are created in the form of Annotations on the video itself which 

have links to the main youtube money channel. This will be explained in a later section. 

 

4. You will need to be able to monetize all your YouTube accounts. This means the ability 

to get the Adsense video ads put onto your videos so you can get paid per click when 

people click on the ads. 

 

5. You will need a piece of free software called FreeYouTubetoMp3Converter 

http://www.dvdvideosoft.com/products/dvd/Free-YouTube-to-MP3-Converter.htm  

 

6. You’ll need the ability to make a very simple movie. Any free movie making software 

such as Windows Movie Maker will do. 

http://www.dvdvideosoft.com/products/dvd/Free-YouTube-to-MP3-Converter.htm


 
 

The Plan 

1. Go to YouTube.com and click “Browse Channels”, then click “Music”. You’ll see all the 

hot music videos of the day. You’ll also see the really hot trending music videos on the 

right-hand side. 

 

2. Pick one of the highest trending music videos and use the free YouTubetoMp3Converter 

software to extract the music track to an mp3 on your hard disk. 

 

3. Use the free movie making video software to create a very simple video with the mp3 as 

the music track. Make the video just a black screen with white text. In the top of the 

video, make the text the song name and artist name, giving full credit to the artist and 

song. On the bottom, put your main money website url and maybe the slogan like “Get 

more hot music at www.beatsfordays.com”. That’s it. That’s all for the video. Just the 

full track of the trending song, credit to the song, and your message and website. 

 

4. Upload that video onto your “Dummy” Youtube account – do NOT put it into your main 

money site Youtube account. The Dummy accounts are only used for one thing – to 

bring traffic, and to do that you use the power of the trending songs. So you upload that 

video to a dummy account and put it out there. 

 

5. On the video post, you need to do certain things on the post to make it effective – you 

need to create annotations on the videos and links. In youtube you can’t make links to 

external websites on videos – only links to other videos. So what you do is create links 

on these “dummy” videos back to your main money account (on which you are NOT 

posting these music videos but only your main offering videos.) You use YouTube’s built 

in annotations to create your links to your main videos, display your website url and do 

other messages to the user. Create speech bubbles and whatever you want to do to 

make the video convert to clicks over to your main money channel on youtube. 

 

6. You are also going to have to create some tags on the video, but be very sparing with 

the tags because apparently this is what gets these videos tagged as spam or copyright 

infringement. So make the tags very sparing and make them long tail keywords rather 

than short tags. 

http://www.beatsfordays.com/


 
 

 

7. On  the dummy accounts, buy fake views, likes and comments. Comments don’t affect 

the charts but they help. You can get some likes on fiverr and views. We’ve found that 

for normal keywords you can rank your video with about 4,000 views so that it gets on 

the charts. For a really big keyword with a lot of competition, you will need about 

20,000 views to get on the charts. Likes are really good for ranking. Favorites also help 

give you an edge in ranking your video. 

 

8. Use the YouTube Keyword Tool  https://ads.youtube.com/keyword_tool type in some 

keywords and find the keywords that people are searching for, then make your videos 

based on the keyword tool results – for example, “Kanye West” – find the highest 

volume searches, then make your videos based on those keywords, knowing that you 

can get them ranked and found for those keywords. Upload those videos to the dummy 

account and get them ranked fast. Lots of people are searching these music videos and 

you’ll get lots of interaction. 

 

 

9. When creating the post for your youtube video, use the keyword in the title of the video 

to target your niche (but don't stuff keywords).  In the description, include the entire 

keyword in the description along with your website address. You don't need a huge 

description. For tags, instead of long tail keywords, the best practice is break up all the 

phrases in the keyword for separate tags. Example: ONE TAG "50 Cent in da club high 

quality" one tag (long tail). But you can leave the tag off, or use something like "rap 

music" and it keeps you off the radar for copyright issues. I realize it seems like a 

copyright issue and probably it is. But if it makes you feel any better, a lot of people are 

doing this. And here’s why –  

 

10.  Monetize all these accounts with Adsense. 4,000 subscribers will translate to about 

$500 per month in Adsense revenue! So by doing this effectively you can get about 10-

20 subscribers per day, per trending video that you have on your dummy accounts. And 

just run Adsense on all the accounts, and point the dummy accounts back to your 

money account. 

 

11.  Result: Adsense revenue, traffic to your main Youtube account, traffic to your main 

money website, sales, opt-ins, Cashola baby! 

https://ads.youtube.com/keyword_tool

